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ABSTRACT

We present a ray tracing simulation of the Soft X-ray Imager (SXI) optics for the THESEUS observatory using the open-source McXtrace software package. THESEUS is a candidate mission within the Cosmic Vision programme of the European Space Agency and is designed to monitor high-energy transient events in the entire sky, therefore relying on fast slewing of the spacecraft. This capability will however impose large temperature variations and gradients across the optics which can cause thermoelastic deformation of the Soft X-ray Imager microchannel optics. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact on the point spread function (PSF) due to in-orbit temperature variation. Based on thermal analysis of the Soft X-ray Imager, perturbations to the ideal microchannel geometry are derived and provided as input to the ray tracer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Transient High Energy Sky and Early Universe Surveyor (THESEUS) mission is one of three candidates proposed for the M5 call within the Cosmic Vision programme of the European Space Agency (ESA). The spacecraft will carry scientific instruments designed to provide a complete survey of the gamma-ray burst population in order to investigate the early universe and to observe transient phenomena throughout cosmic history. Furthermore, THESEUS will play a key role in the next generation of multimessenger observatories\textsuperscript{1–3}.

The Soft X-ray Imager (SXI) for the THESEUS spacecraft is designed as a discovery instrument in the soft X-ray band (0.3-6.0 keV), providing a source location accuracy of <1-2 arcmin\textsuperscript{4}. The instrument consists of 4 lobster eye telescopes to form a low-mass X-ray focusing optic that covers a combined field of view of ~1 sr. The optical elements consists of microchannels in a closely packed array to increase the collecting area. Focusing optics for X-ray applications work by means of total external reflection at grazing incidence angles. This makes the lobster eye ideal for X-ray monitoring since constructing large-aperture grazing incidence optics, such as Wolter focusing optics, usually imposes a significant trade-off with the spacecraft mass budget.

The microchannel optics fabrication has reached a high technology readiness level (TRL) owing to the technological advancement in refining channel alignment, channel wall roughnesses and metallization of the channel walls to improve the telescope throughput. The lobster eye optics technology is used for X-ray focusing instruments on current and future missions such as BepiColombo, Einstein Probe, SVOM and SMILE\textsuperscript{5–8}. While ray tracing simulations of lobster eye optics have previously been performed\textsuperscript{9–12}, the McXtrace simulation provides a framework to study the effects of thermoelastic deformations of individual channels, applied to a geometry that is representative of the THESEUS SXI instrument. The glass optical elements will deform with the thermal variations of the optic support frame as the spacecraft environment changes. Based on previous thermal tests of the SVOM MXT optics which indicated that a $\Delta T$ of up to $\pm$ 20 K from the assembly temperature lead to a decrease in angular resolution, it was recommended to implement thermal control of the MCP optics\textsuperscript{13}.
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The exact orbit of THESEUS is still unknown so a set of representative thermal load cases were assumed for the simulations. The purpose of this study is to provide the assumed thermal environments, both steady state and operational gradients, as boundary conditions for the thermoelastic analysis. The resulting deformation map is implemented in the ray tracing in order to assess the requirement for in-orbit thermal control of the SXI optics.

2. PROPERTIES OF THE SXI MICROCHANNELS

Inspired by the focusing principles of lobster eyes to provide imaging capability free of the chromatic aberrations of refractive optics and with a large field of view, the SXI optical elements comprise millions of square cross section microchannels placed on a spherical surface\textsuperscript{14,15}. The complete optic of an SXI module consists of an 8×8 array of MCPs, spanning an area of 1332 cm\textsuperscript{2} excluding the envelope of the support frame. The channels are manufactured from drawn, hollowed square glass fibers fused together in a square packing pattern into thin, square microchannel plates\textsuperscript{9}. The MCPs measure 40×40 mm\textsuperscript{2} and have a plate thickness (microchannel length) of \( l = 2.4 \) mm, optimized such that \( l/d = 60 \). The individual \( d = 40 \) µm square channels are arranged in the MCPs with a \( p = 52 \) µm pitch. Each MCP is heat slumped to obtain a spherical profile with a radius of curvature \( R = 2 \times F_L = 0.6 \) m. Figure 1 shows this geometry where the channel axes point radially toward the center of the sphere to focus rays onto a focal plane at half the sphere radius, \( F_L \).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{Illustration of the focusing principle of the lobster eye optics geometry\textsuperscript{15}.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Section a microchannel plate showing the types of reflections.}
\end{figure}

Incoming X-rays will be focused through a number of reflections off the walls within a channel as shown in Figure 2. The walls will be coated with a 10 nm Ir film in order to improve the reflectivity within the operational energy range of the telescope. Rays passing through the channels without being reflected (green arrow) give rise to a diffuse background. An even number of wall reflections (red arrow) are focused in the central spot while an odd number of reflections (blue arrow) produces the characteristic cross arm features. However, only rays that reflect off orthogonal walls are focused properly onto the focal plane - rays reflecting off opposite walls contribute to the diffuse background, and the effect generally increases for higher order reflections.

3. RAY TRACING WITH MCXTRACE

McXtrace is an open source software package for Monte Carlo simulation of X-ray beamlines which offers a highly modular and flexible framework to create user-defined instruments and individual components along the beam path\textsuperscript{16}. The ray tracing code developed to simulate the THESEUS SXI optics inherits from the AstroX toolbox which is a library of X-ray telescope devices for McXtrace currently under development\textsuperscript{17}. Originally written to perform ray tracing of the ATHENA silicon pore optics, the components of AstroX allow for the interaction of rays with individual channels arranged in a user-specified geometry.
A new component simulating a lobster eye configuration was written in the McXtrace framework. The optics geometry for the SXI optic is implemented by placing the microchannels in square arrays corresponding to the positions of the MCPs mounted onto the support frame as illustrated in Figure 3. The channels are placed on the surface of an $R = 0.6$ m sphere with the channel axes pointing radially towards the center of the sphere.

![Figure 3: Modelling of the SXI optic in McXtrace showing a front view of the MCP placement. The orange box marks the extent of the source.](image)

The SXI aperture is fully illuminated by an on-axis source emitting a uniform 0.3-6.0 keV spectrum. A 10 mrad beam divergence is imposed on the source placed 10 m away from the optic. We consider incoming rays that intersect the sphere and hit within the open aperture only. It is assumed that the MCP glass absorbs rays that impact on the wall between channels or the support frame and hence do not enter any channel. Furthermore, no transmission of rays incident at high angles to adjacent channels is permitted.

The energy and incidence angle dependent X-ray reflective properties, $R(\alpha, E)$, of the interior channel walls used to weight the reflectance of rays are simulated using the CXRO optical constants in the IMD software. A 10 nm Ir coating on a substrate composed of SiO$_2$ with a bulk density of 3.3 g/cm$^3$ is assumed, representative of the lead-glass used to produce MCPs. The average RMS roughness is fixed to 1.1 nm based on previous experimental results.

The effects of MCP manufacturing errors are implemented as defects to the individual channel. This includes random channel axis alignment errors which can be introduced during the stacking or slumping processes, causing a misalignment of the channel axis relative to the optics surface normal. Due to the correlation between misalignment errors of adjacent channels, these defects are sampled from a Lorentzian distribution with $\Gamma = 1$ arcmin. Channel slope errors may occur if the inner walls are not perfectly flat from the etching process hollowing out the channels. These imperfections are therefore approximated as a random change in the slope of the channel wall at each reflection point sampled uniformly within a maximum tilt angle of $\pm 10^{-4}$ rad.

The simulated deformations are interpolated to each individual channel coordinate and are implemented as displacements to the axis orientation. When a ray intersects the area on the sphere spanned by the SXI, the ID of the channel that would have been hit in the unperturbed case is used to look up the positions of the nearest translated channels, and the actual hit channel is found. The derived rotation of the corresponding hit channel are then implemented by rotating the incoming ray as it passes through the channel. The angular resolution (FWHM of the central spot) is intrinsically limited by the geometric channel size, diffraction and random channel manufacturing errors, and therefore the thermoelastic deformations imposed on the optic are expected to limit the angular resolution additionally.
4. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The thermoelastic deformations of the SXI optic are evaluated by a finite element method (FEM) analysis carried using the MD Nastran Version 20141 Solver and the FEMAP 11.0.1 pre and post processor. The structural items of the SXI module in the FEM are represented by the microchannel plates (optics), microchannel plate mounting frames, SXI instrument module structure, SXI instrument bipods, SXI instrument focal plane structure, and the SXI instrument module support structure.

Mid plane surfaces are created for each of the solid model entities representing the MCPs in the SXI geometric model. These mid plane surfaces are meshed using CQUAD4 shell elements. The element nodes are forced to the surface of a sphere having a radius of curvature of 600 mm with its vertex at the geometric centre of the focal plane.

In order to properly represent the bending stiffness of the MCPs, the equivalent bending stiffness is calculated from the geometric properties of the MCP. For the MCP, the pore size is given as 20 µm and the wall thickness as 6 µm. The solidity ratio used to compute the bending stiffness \( K = \frac{12I}{T^3} \) is therefore calculated as \( \frac{6}{\sqrt{20^2 + 20^2}} = 0.21 \). The material properties of the MCPs are assumed to be those of BK7 glass with an effective density of 165 kg/m³ based on the solidity ratio. The corners of each MCP are fixed onto the Al mounting frame, allowing the plates to bend slightly. The MCPs are assumed to be shell elements and the plate bending is calculated based on the porosity of the MCP. The adhesive bonded edges are not represented in this study.

![Figure 4: Left: Global temperature offset of -15 K applied to the model of SXI module. Right: Degree of thermoelastic deformation of the MCPs as a result of the -15 K offset.](image)

Each MCP is modelled with a 10×10 element mesh to calculate the displacements. The resulting translations and rotations of the nodal mesh were subsequently interpolated to the full channel grid for the ray tracing implementation. Different thermal load case (LC) scenarios relative to the ideal optics case are considered for the simulation:

- **LC0**: Ideal optics scenario at reference temperature \( T_0 = 273 \) K,
- **LC1**: Global temperature load: \( \Delta T = -15 \) K,
- **LC2**: Global temperature load: \( \Delta T = +15 \) K,
- **LC3**: Thermal gradient along x-axis: \( \Delta T = +10 \) K/m,
- **LC4**: Thermal gradient along y-axis: \( \Delta T = +10 \) K/m,
- **LC5**: Thermal gradient along z-axis: \( \Delta T = +10 \) K/m.

LC0 is intended as the ideal baseline in which the SXI module is thermally controlled to a fixed reference temperature, \( T_0 = 273 \) K. The LC1 and LC2 apply a global temperature offset of \( \mp 15 \) K relative to LC0, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The temperature gradient case shown in Figure 5 is specified as a 10 K/m thermal gradient along each of the three axes. Assuming a worst case scenario where one of side of the SXI is cold and the opposite side warm, the dimensions of the SXI module (0.4 m across) results in a total \( \Delta T \) of 4 K in the x- and y-directions.
5. RESULTS

The PSFs of the SXI ray tracings performed for different thermal load cases and normalized to LC0 are compared in Figure 6 for the global load cases, and in Figure 7 for the gradient cases. All simulation runs take random channel axis misalignment and figure error into account and applies the thermoelastic deformations to each individual channel.

The observed separation between the central focus and line focus cross-arms is produced by the geometry of the support frame which separates the optic into four quadrants. This is also what gives rise to the asymmetry between the horizontal and vertical line focuses.

Due to the small scale of the deformations, no effect on the image is observed. In all cases, the measured FWHM of the central focus is 0.55 arcmin. Figure 8 shows the encircled energy with increasing distance from the center of the image which is not impacted by any of the imposed thermal load cases. The 25% encircled energy radius is 14.4 mm.
Figure 6: PSF resulting from the ray tracing with global thermal load cases, LC1 and LC2, compared to the reference L0. No deviations between load cases are observed.

Figure 7: PSF resulting from the ray tracing with gradient thermal load cases, LC3, LC4 and LC5, compared to the reference L0. No deviations between load cases are observed.

Figure 8: Encircled energy of the PSF for the global (left) and gradient (right) load cases as a function of radius from the center.
In order to test the potential effects of more severe imposed thermoelastic deformations and to assess to limit to which an image can still be produced on the focal plane of the SXI, the ray tracing was performed with the translations and rotations of the thermal load scaled by factors of 100. Applying higher scale factors to the deformations resulted in a complete degradation of the PSFs.

Figure 9: The normalized PSFs of the SXI at the reference LC0 with random manufacturing errors (left), with deformations of LC2 ×100 (center), and deformations of LC3 ×100 (right).

The PSFs for the scaled LC2 and LC3 deformation cases are shown in Figure 9. The gaps (white areas) in the diffuse background surrounding the focus are caused by shadowing by the space between the open aperture of each MCP. In both cases, the scaled-up deformations of the imposed thermal loads largely preserves the central focus and cross-arm features. The dominant effects are the shift and broadening of the central focus along the x-axis on the focal plane, as well as the diffusion of the cross-arm signals. In the y-direction, the defects mainly cause a loss in intensity of both central and cross-arm focuses. These distortions are a result of the dominant thermoelastic deformation of the SXI module structure (see Figure 5), rather than the deformations of the MCP elements. The reason for the different thermoelastic displacements is due to the bipod configuration which is slightly stiffer along the SXI x-axis than along the y-axis.

Figure 10: Comparison of the scaled thermal load case PSFs to LC0.
6. SUMMARY

A ray tracing simulation of the THESEUS SXI instrument was performed in the McXtrace framework. The written SXI component is defined such that the positions and orientations of each individual microchannel can be perturbed from the ideal geometry, either by random defects attributed to optics manufacturing errors, or through a deformation map specified in an input file.

An FEM analysis was carried out to evaluate the thermoelastic deformations on the SXI optics for five different realistic thermal load cases. The resulting deformations from the FEM analysis were implemented in the ray tracing simulation, and the impact of thermoelastic performance on imaging performance of the SXI was evaluated. Due to the small scale of the derived channel translations and rotations, no degradation on the PSF was observed for any of the thermal load cases.

Future work on the ray tracing includes evaluating the impact of an extended thermal model based on linear combinations of more representative thermal load cases once the thermal environment of THESEUS is known. As part of including the optic in the McXtrace AstroX toolbox, the component code defining the SXI geometry will be generalized to allow for flexibility in defining placement of MCP elements to simulate various microchannel optic configurations.
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